
Video B: Article Read/Lancer Notes
Directions- Read the following excerpt from the Videomaker article, Director’s 
Chair: Maintaining Continuity. From this article choose 4 main ideas (The main 
idea is the most important element of a paragraph or selection.) Write the main ideas 
in the left column. In the right column for each main idea list 2 supporting details. 
(Supporting details are examples of information that explain or support the main idea). 
Do not copy, paraphrase the information in your own words. In the bottom area 
summarize the whole article in 3 complete sentences. (Summarizing an article 
means to reduce the meaning of the whole article down to it’s essentials, what was 
most important).

Tutorial The ABCs of Chromakeys
Without a doubt, you see chromakeys used countless times - probably every time you watch the 
news on TV - and perhaps you aren't even aware of it.
Chromakeying is a process widely used throughout the television industry to merge (composite) 
one image (often a live one) with previously-shot footage or graphics and make it look perfectly 
natural. For instance, you see the weather forecaster on the evening news pointing to various lo-
cales on national or local maps, while advising you of what weather conditions to expect. In real-
ity, however, he or she is actually pointing to a blank green wall while the map, animation and 
graphics are electronically composited with the live image of the forecaster. Chromakeying is 
another visual magic trick that's easy to do with video to achieve impressive results.

Blue vs. Green
Originally, the motion picture industry used blue screens extensively for chromakey composit-
ing; hence, they called the process bluescreening. Bright green has some technical advantages 
over blue for the process, so green has become the predominant color for chromakeying, which 
is frequently called - you guessed it - greenscreening. While other colors are occasionally used 
for specific purposes (such as when the subject is green), green is the runaway favorite and most-
used color for chromakeying. Regardless of what color you use, the process basically involves 
keying that one specific color (or a small range of it) to make it invisible or transparent when 
composited with another image. Generally speaking, green is used for video work, whereas blue 
is favored for film work.

Shedding Some Light on Chromakeys
There are several video software packages available with chromakeying capabilities. As is usu-
ally the case, the capabilities are commensurate with the price of the software, and some of these 
programs can do things that are really amazing - all at a price, of course. One of my favorite pro-
grams, and the one I used for purposes of illustration here, is Adobe Ultra CS3.

Regardless of which software package you use, there are some important things that make your 
chromakeying look natural and believable. First and foremost, shoot your footage in crisp focus, 



and light it adequately and uniformly. It is also very important to light your greenscreen back-
ground uniformly and insure that it is as smooth as possible. When these elements are as good as 
possible, you increase your chances for successful chromakeying.

Sounds Like a Plan
Preplanning is essential with any production, and chromakeying is no exception. First decide 
what image elements you want to combine, e.g., what the live or foreground image is and what 
the background will be. Don't forget that the background image can be either static or moving. 
Whether to go with a still background or a moving one depends a lot on what you're showing 
your audience, so it is something else that you have to consider.

It's also important to match the lighting mood between the foreground and the background. A 
brightly-lit foreground image shot in daylight against a dimly-lit background shot by incandes-
cent light won't look very natural or convincing. Unless, of course, that's intentionally the look 
you're going for. Adobe Ultra CS3 gives you quite a bit of control for altering the lighting, shad-
ows, color, hue, saturation, gamma, transparency and other aspects of the keyed image, so you 
can really fine-tune things to make them work together for a very convincing composite, even if 
your two image sources are somewhat disparate.

Keying It Up
First, shoot your foreground subject against a uniform green background. For my chromakey 
backgrounds, I use a 4'x8' piece of bright green polyester fabric I purchased for less than $20 at a 
local sewing and craft store. I like using the polyester for my greenscreen background because it 
folds compactly and any wrinkles smooth out quickly when it's stretched and hung. Fabric back-
grounds are also easy to mount, using push-pins or masking tape.

You can also use a painted wall or painted plywood sheets for your background. As I noted ear-
lier, the backdrop doesn't have to be green - it can be just about any solid color you want, al-
though green works exceptionally well. The important thing here is to key a solid color that's as 
uniform as possible.

Once the foreground subject is ready, select several regions in the background to key on. The 
reason is to create a color range that compensates for any shadows, wrinkles or other small vari-
ances in the background.

Next, select the background to use, whether it is a still image or moving video footage. Check the 
preview screen to see how the keyed foreground image looks against the background when com-
posited.

Make any required adjustments to the keyed image, such as smoothing or sharpening the edges; 
adjusting the transparency, color, brightness and contrast; adding shadows or changing the over-
all position with regard to the background. 


